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Abstract
This dissertation, contains several results about integral kernel operators in white 
noise analysis. T he results found here apply to the space of test functions and 
generalized functions th a t were constructed in the paper of Cochran, Kuo, and 
Sengupta, based on a  sequence of numbers (ar(n) }^o - We shall prove results 
about existence, restrictions, and extensions of integral kernel operators based on 
the conditions on {a(n)}£L0 contained in the paper of Kubo, Kuo, and Sengupta. 
Also, we shall prove an analytic property and growth condition of the symbol of a 
continuous operator in CKS space. Our results are similiar to  results Chung, Ji, 
and Obata have found for the  CKS space.
iv
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Introduction
W hite noise analysis is a  branch of probability th a t originated from. Hida’s work 
[3] in 1975. The general focus of white noise analysis is to research properties of 
test functions and generalized functions.
Since the  creation of white noise analysis, several types of te s t function spaces 
and corresponding generalized functions have been introduced and  analyzed. Kubo 
and Takenaka [8] [9] [10] [11] introduced and studied the space of test functions 
and generalized functions in the following Gel’fand triple
(£) C (L2) C  (£ ) '.
Kondratiev and Streit [5] [6] introduced a  family of Gel’fand triples
(£ ), C (£2) C ( f )J
corresponding to a param eter 0 <  /? <  1. If /? =  0, then the  Gel’fand triple 
resulting from the Kondratiev and Streit construction is the Kubo-Takenaka Gel’­
fand triple. More recently, Cochran, Kuo, and Sengupta [2] have introduced the 
Gel’fand triple
[£]„ C (£2) c  [£];
corresponding to a  sequence {<2(71) }£10 of positive numbers satisfying certain con­
ditions. If a (n ) =  (n!)^, then the CKS space is the same as the Kondratiev-Streit 
space.
O bata [13] introduced the concept of integral kernel operator for the Kubo- 
Takenaka space. For the Kondratiev-Streit space, Kuo [12] proved results including
(1) the existence of an integral kernel operator from the space o f test functions to
1
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the space o f generalized functions, (2) extensions o f th e  integral kernel operator to 
the space o f generalized functions, (3) restrictions of integral kernel operators to the 
space of tes t functions, and (4) representations of continuous linear operators from 
the space of te s t functions to  the  space of generalized functions through integral 
kernel operators. Naturally, we wondered if similiar results could be achieved in 
the  more general CKS space.
Using th e  CKS space with additional conditions introduced by Kubo, Kuo, and 
Sengupta [7], we shall present results about the existence o f integral kernel oper­
ators, extensions and restrictions of integral kernel operators, and two properties 
of the symbol of a continuous operator.
Chung, Ji, and O bata [1] proved results about norm estim ates for integral kemal 
operators and the  symbol in the CKS space based on the  conditions on {a:(n)}£L0 
given by Kubo, Kuo and Sengupta [7]. Chung, Ji, and  O bata’s [1] results about 
integral kernel operators are sometimes more general th an  the  similiar results listed 
here, bu t they often use different conditions on {or(n)}^L0. Their work on the 
symbol is more extensive than what we independently found.
Further information on white noise analysis can be found in [4] and [14].
2
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Chapter 1 
Test Functions and Generalized 
Functions
In th is introductory chapter, we shall present a  brief overview of constructions of 
test function spaces and generalized function spaces. The first section gives back­
ground material. The second section describes a  standard construction of test and 
generalized spaces and includes an example. T he third section describes the  Kubo 
and Takenaka construction. The fourth section gives an account o f the  Kondratiev 
and Streit construction. The fifth section describes the CKS construction. An 
excellent reference for the  topics treated in the  first four sections is [12].
1.1 Background
A basic concept involved in white noise analysis is th a t of a  Gel’fand triple. Before 
giving a  precise definition of a  Gel’fand triple, several preliminary definitions are 
needed.
D efinition. 1.1. A countably-Hilbert space is a  topological vector space V  that is 
complete with respect to  its topology given by a  family of inner product norms 
( I  • In  : n >  1 } .
F a c t 1.2. Let [| • |[„ =  [ * | |) * . Then the increasing fam ily  { || • [|„ : n  >  1 }
o f norms generates the same topology as the fam ily  { | * [n : n  >  1 }.
Thus, without loss of generality, we may assume that { | * |n : n  >  1} is an 
increasing sequence of norms on V.
F a c t 1.3. Let Vn denote the completion o f V  with respect to the | * |n norm. Then 
we have the following continuous inclusions:
V  C  - • * C Vn+i C Va C  * • * C V[.
3
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Considering the dual spaces of the above sets, we get the following inclusions:
^ c - c < c < +1 c - c v ' .
By adding one other condition on a  countably-Hilbert space, the definition of a  
nuclear space is obtained.
D efin ition  1.4. A countably-Hilbert space V is a  nuclear space if for any n, there 
exists m  > n  such th a t the inclusion map from Vm into Vn is a  Hilbert-Schmidt 
operator.
In other words, a  countably-Hilbert space V  is a  nuclear space if for any n, 
there exists m  > n  such tha t there exists an orthonormal basis {«*} for Vm with 
££L i \vk\2n <  oo.
D efin ition  1.5. Let V be a nuclear space densely imbedded in a  Hilbert space E . 
Then the triple
V  <ZE < zV
is called a  Gel’fand  triple where the second containment is understood by identi­
fying E  with E ' using the Riesz representation theorem.
The next fact is essential in  the construction of test and generalized function 
spaces.
Fact 1 .6 . (Minlos theorem) Let V  be a real nuclear space. A  complex-valued func­
tion 4> on V  is the characteristic function o f a unique probability measure u on V ’
=  [  e ^ d u [ x ) ,  v € V ,
Jv'
i f  and only i f  <£(0) =  1, <f> is continuous, and <f> is positive definite, i.e., fo r  any z\
,...,zn E C and v i,...,vn £  V,
n
Y .  ZjZk<f>{vj -  vk) >  0. 
y,fc=i
4
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1.2 Standard Construction
Let E  denote a  real separable Hilbert space with, norm | - |o- Let A  be an operator 
on E  such tha t there exists an orthonormal basis { Cy - j  =  1 ,2 , . . .  } of E  satisfying 
the following three conditions:
(1) AQ  =  A,Cy,
(2) 1 <  Ai <  A2 ^  ^  Xj ^  . and
(3) XJa < 00 , for some positive constant number a .
Let p > 0 and let f  G E  be given by /  =  0 ) 0 -  Then A p is an  operator on
E  given by Apf  =  X j(f, C/)Cy- Using the operator A p, we define | / | p =  |Ap/|o  
and £p =  { /  6  E  : j / |p <  00}. Obviously £q C  £p for any 5 >  p  >  0.
F ac t 1.7. The inclusion map from  info £p is a Hilbert-Schmidt operator for  
p > 0 .
Let S  =  n p>0 £p- Endow 8  with the coarsest topology such th a t the inclusion 
map from £  into £p is continuous for any p  >  0. Clearly £  with, the family {| - |n}£Li 
of increasing norms is a  nuclear space. Let £ ' be the dual of £ .  Then we obtain 
the following Gel’fand triple:
£ < Z E d £ \
—d?
E xam ple. Let E  =  L2(R) and A =  Let Hn{x) =  (—1 )ne*2(d/dx)"e“r2
_ 2
be the Hermite polynomial of degree n  and let en(x) =  - , 1 H n(x)e~r~ be they/,/ir2 Mnl
corresponding Hermite function. The set of Hermite functions {en : n  >  0} is
an orthonormal basis for L2(R). The Hermite functions are eigenvectors of the 
-cP  '
operator A =  — r- +  a r  -f 1 with dxz
Aen =  (2 n  +  2)en, n  =  0 ,1 ,2 , . . .
5
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This gives us conditions (1) and (2) on A  from section 1.2. Condition (3) is 
satisfied by letting a  >  1. Define | * \p on L 2 (R) by [f \ p =  |AP/ | 0, where [ * |0 is 
the usual norm  on L 2 (R). Also let SP(R) =  { /  G L2(i2) - \ f \p }- The Schwartz 
space S (R )  =  Dp>o ^pC^)- Let S ' (R) denote the dual of S (R ). Then we have the 
following Gel’fand triple:
S (R )  C  L 2 (R) C  S '(R ).
By the Minlos theorem, we obtain  the  gaussian measure p  on S '.  Let (L2) denote 
the complex Hilbert space L 2(£", p). Let E f n denote the complexification of the 
symmetric tensor product E ®*.
D efin itio n  1 .8 . The multiple W iener integral In is the  linear functional on E f n 
such th a t for any n i + H   n,
*2 *2where hn (x) =  (—l)ne * D"e * is the n th  Hermite polynomial and {C/}/!Li is the 
orthonormal basis of E associated to the  operator A .
F ac t 1.9. (Wiener-Ito decomposition theorem) Let <f> G (L2). Then <f> can be 
represented uniquely by
OO
n=0
and
IW S =  E n ! | / . g .
n = 0
where | • [o is the norm on E f n induced by the norm  | * |o on E .
Using the  operator A  defined on E , we define an operator T(A) on (L2) by
T[A)4, =  Y i U A ^ f „ ) .
n = 0
6
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F a c t 1.10. There exists an orthonormal basis { -  * - - H-----=  n, n  —
0 ,1 ,2 , . . .}  fo r  (L2) o f eigenvectors fo r  the operator F(A), with eigenvalues that 
satisfy the three conditions previously given fo r  A .
From the operator r(A), we define ||<£[[p =  S ^ = o n -l(-^p)®n/»*lo* Let (£p) =  
{ 4> G (L2) : ||0 ||p <  oo }. Note for q >  p, (£q) C  (£p)- Let (£p)m be the dual space 
of (£p). Then th e  norm on (£p)m is given by ||<£||!p =  nl |(A _p)®n|o.
Define {£) =  flp>o(^p) ^ d  let (£ )m be the  dual space of {£). Then {£) is a 
nuclear space, and  we have the following Gel’fand triple:
(£) C (L2) C (£)-.
(£) is the space o f test functions, and (£)m is the space o f generalized functions of 
white noise analysis.
1.3 Kubo and Takenaka’s Construction
Let E  be a  real separable Hilbert space with norm | • |o- Let { | • |p :p  =  1 ,2 ,3 ,. . .}  
be a sequence of inner product norms on E  and define £p =  { /  G E  : \f\p < oo }. 
We assume the following two conditions:
(1) There exists a  number 7  such th a t 0 <  7  <  1 and |-|o <  7 |*|i <  — <  7pj-|p <  ...
(2) For p > 0, there exists q > p  such tha t the inclusion map iq<p : £q -+ £p is a
Hilbert-Schmidt operator and ||i9,p||ff5 <  1.
Define £  =  r)p>o ^p- Then £  with the topology generated from the  family { | * |p : 
p =  1 ,2 ,3 ,... } is a  nuclear space. Let £ ' be the dual of £ . Then we obtain the 
following Gel’fand triple:
£  C E  C S'. 
7
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Using the Minlos theorem, we obtain the gaussian measure p  on £ ' and  thus 
have L2{£'). Again by the Wiener-Ito decomposition theorem, we have th a t if 
<t> G (L2) then <f> =  W n ) ,  fn  G E f n, and ||<£||J =  £ “=0 n« |/„|§, where | - 10
denotes the norm on  E f n induced by | * |0 on E .  Define j|$||p =  n - l/«lp- Let
(£p) =  {<f> G (L2) : ||<£|[p <  00 }. Finally define (£) =  D P>o(^p) (£)* to  the
dual of (£). Then we obtain the following Gel’fand triple:
(£) c (L2) C (£)-■
1.4 Kondratiev and Streit’s Construction
The Kondratiev-Streit construction begins by following the same construction as 
given in section 1.2 from a  real separable Hilbert space E  and an operator A  to 
obtain the Gel’fand triple:
£  C E  C
Using the Minlos theorem, we construct L2(£ ', p) where ft is the gaussian measure. 
As before, (L2) denotes the complex Hilbert space L 2 (£’,p ). For any <f> €  (L2), we 
have
OO
n=G
The Kondratiev-Streit construction varies from the construction in section 1.2 by 
defining
M b  =  E w 1 + 0 . *  e  (£2),
n = 0
where | • |o denotes the norm on E f n obtained from | * |o on E, <f> 6  (L2), p  >  0 and 
/? is a  fixed number in [0,1). Let (£p)p — {4> G (L2) : ||<£i|Pi/3 <  00 }. Let (£p)p be 
the dual of (£p)p . Then the norm on (£p)p is given by
I M l i p, - d  =  £ > ! ) > - '  | ( A - ' ) « - / . g .
n = 0
8
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Let (£)p =  n p>0 & h -  With. (£)£ denoting the  dual o f (£)p , we have the  following 
Gel’fand triple:
(£)» C (£2) C {£%.
1.5 Cochran, Kuo and Sengupta’s Construction
The CKS construction assumes that there is a  sequence of real vector spaces
£  =  P |  Sp C  * - - C Si C  So, 
p>  o
where each £p is a  separable Hilbert space w ith respect to an inner product (•, •) 
satisfying the following conditions:
(1 ) for q > p, the inclusion map : £q —► £p is continuous w ith operator norm
less than  or equal to one,
(2) for each p, there is a  q > p  such th a t the Hilbert-Schmidt norm 11*^11^ is
finite and lim,-**, | l v l |ff5 =  0, and
(3) £  is dense in each £p.
By endowing £  with the  smallest topology such th a t the inclusion maps from £  
into £p are all continous, we have that £  is a  countably-Hilbert space. Thus by 
condition (3), £  is a  nuclear space. Let £* denote the dual of £ .  Then we obtain 
the following Gel’fand triple:
£ C  So C  £*.
By the Minlos theorem, there exists a  gaussian measure p  on S ', and thus we have 
the space L 2 (£ ',p ). Let (L2) denote the complex Hilbert space L 2 (£ ',p ). Then 
for any <p 6  (L2) we have
n = 0
9
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and
M l o  =  f > U / » l i ! ,
n —0
where f n G £ f ”-
Let {o:(n.) }^_0 be a  sequence of real numbers satisfying the following conditions:
(a) a(O) =  1,
(b) infn>0 a (n ) >  0 ,
(c) lin^_>oo[(rcO-lQ:(rc)]» =  0-
By (c) and the  root test, one can see th a t the function
n!
n = 0
is an entire function.
Let c(> e (L2) and p > 0. Define \\<i>\\2^ a = £ ^ o n ! a (n ) l/n lj, where [/„|p is the 
norm on £§£ induced by [ • |p on £0. Let [£p]a =  { <f> e  (L 2) : ||^ ||Pia <  oo }. Then 
we obtain the following continuous inclusions:
[£]« = m U  c-c[^]Qc - c  [£0]a c (L2).
p>  o
Let [£p]a be the dual of [£p]a- Then the  norm on [£p]a is given by
n\
n = 0  v ’
Let [£]* denote the dual space of \£\a- Then we obtain the following Gel’fand 
triple:
[£]„ c (£2) c [£];.
10
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Chapter 2 
Integral Kernel Operators
In this chapter, we will work in the GeTfand triple created using the CKS con­
struction on E  =  L 2 (T, v), where T  is a  topological vector space and u is a  cr-finite 
Borel measure on T .  The CKS construction gives the following Gel’fand triple:
[£]„ C (X2) C [£];.
Kubo, Kuo, and  Sengupta obtained the following three additional conditions on 
the sequence {a(n)}j£=0 so that white noise distribution theory could be performed 
on the CKS spaces.
(C-l) There exist a  constant C\ such th a t for any n < m ,
a(n) < C™a(m).
(C-2) There exists a constant Ci such th a t for any n  and m,
a(n  +  m) <  C%*ma{n)a(m ).
(C-3) There exists a  constant C3  such th a t for any n  and m,
a(n)a(m ) < C£+ma (n  +  m).
In the first section, we shall use (C-l) to  show the existence of an integral kernel 
operator. In the second section we shall assume (C-l) and (C-2) to obtain an 
extension of integral kernel operators from the space [£]“ of generalized functions 
to itself and a  restriction of integral kernel operators from [£]a into itself. In 
the third section, we shall obtain a  restriction of integral kernel operators from 
the space of tes t functions to itself by assuming (C-2) and (C-3). In the fourth
11
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section, we list two examples of integral kernel operators. The last section deals
w ith Symbol operators in the  CKS space.
2.1 Integral Kernel Operator
We shall need the following fact to show the existence of an integral kernel operator.
F a c t 2 .1 . (Abstract kernel theorem) Let V  be a nuclear space associated with an 
increasing sequence { | * |n } o f norms and let Vn be the completion o f V  with respect 
to | - |n- Suppose F  : V  x  V  —► C  is a separately continuous bilinear functional. 
Then there exists n, p  > 1, and a Hilbert-Schmidt operator A  from  Vn into V'v such 
that
F (u , v) =  (A u , v), u, v  6  V, 
where (-, -) is the natural bilinear pairing ofV* and V .
D efin itio n  2.2. Let t  G T .  The white noise differenticd operator dt is defined to 
be the  operator on [S\a given by dt<f> =  $ 3 ^  n{: x®n~l :, f n(t, •)), where <f> G [£]Q
Similarly, the white noise differential operator is defined for t  G  T k by dt<f> =
By KKS [7], if {a(n)}£i0 satisfies (C-l), then dt : [£]a —► [£\a is continuous. 
Consequently daip E [£]* for tp E [£\a and all s E T k. Thus we can talk about the 
bilinear pairing between dt<f> and dstp, where <p, ip 6  [£]a -
L em m a 2.3. Assume {a(n )}£ i0 satisfies condition (C -l). Let <p,ip G  [£\a and 
h (s ,t)  =  ((dt4>, dsip)) where s G T 3 , t  G T k. Then h  G £ f ^ +kK In  fact, for any 
p >  0 such that 2 X (2pCi <  1, where C\ is given by condition (C -l) on {a(n)}£L0,
and <p =  *®n A>-
Er=fc+i n(n  -  1) . . .  (n -  fc +  1)(: x®n k :, f n(t, •)}.
(  jW .2 3 +kC i+ k \ 2
V a (k)a U) )
12
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P roof. Let <f>, i(> €  [£]Q be given by
n = 0  n = 0
It is easy to  check tha t
M = E ®" WH •)>. ft* = E -** =W.. Tit • _ H»r»=0 n = 0
Thus we obtain,
L / -  ( n  +  & ) !  ( n  +  j ) - / r  r± \ r.  \\h{s,t) — /  y I (/n+fc(tj ')i 9n+j(s, •)).
n = 0  n '
Let pn(s ,t)  =  (/a+fc(t,*),yn+/(s,*))- Then
W p  =  | ( A ' ,) 0 ' '+ ‘:< / n + i ( « , - ) , f l . 4 - )' ( * , - ) ) | O
<  ® /®“)/„+* |0 ® / ® " W i |0 •
Using the fact tha t ||A_1[| =  T- we obtain
| ( ( A » ) ® *  ®  /®")/„+t|0 =  | ( / ® ‘  ®  ( ^ ) ® " ) ( A " ) ® ” + V » + * |„
<  Ar"p i/„+4| , .
Similarly, we get
|((Ap)® '® /® ”)S. +J|0 <  A r ,, |s„+ /|p .
Consequently,
\Pn\p  <  - V  P \ fn + k \p  l ^ n + i l p  •
Hence
iftip < E (n+fc)^ n + ; ' )!Ar2", , i/-p t |p iffn+jip
n = 0
,  £  V ^ T T T J T l ^ l p
n = 0
nl-y/aCn +  k)a(n  + j)
x  l /n + fc lp  \ / ( n + i ) ! v / t t ( n + 7 )  | ^ „ + i |p .
13
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Using the fact th a t (n +  k)l <  2n+*nlfc!, we obtain th a t th e  above sum is
y / 2 n+kn lk l 2n+*nlj \  «n_ n  — 7------ —
<  2 l t /  < ~ V  V ( n  +  fc)!a(n +  fc)^  n ly /a (n  +  k ) a ( n + j)
x  I /n + f c |p  V / (n + i ) ! a ( " + i )  k n + i l p  
° °  o n \ - 2 i i p
=  (2 k+ik ljl)*  Y '  , 1 > /(n +  fc)la(n-H r)
V a (n -h fc )a (n T y IV l
x  l/n + ifc lp  > / ( n + i ) ! Q r ( n + y )  [g n + J -[p .
Using condition (C -l), we get tha t \h\p
s (SrI) * § m«(«+*)
x l/n+fc|p v /(n + y )!a (n  +  j) |^n+y|p- . 1
( i^ r k+t\ 2 °°n - -
-  ( a (k)a (j) ) E ( 2C1A r " T v '( n + i ) ! a ( n + fc)
x  lA +tl, \ / ( "  + j ) !a (n  + j )  l«n+ylp .
By assumption 2Cr]A f2p <  1, therefore |h |p
,  . i
/  fc! 71 C k + 3  \  2 i°°^ ,__________________ ,__________
~  ( a(fc)a(j) ) S  V(.n + k)\ac(n +  k) \ fn+k\p (n +  j ) la (n  + j )  \gn+j\f
5 3  (n  +  Ar)!a(n +  k) | / n+Jk|
n —0 \
w
5 3 (n  + 3 ) '-a (n + j)  \gn+j\
n = 0
/  2k+ik \ j \C k+j 
~  oc(k)a(j) J  ^
= ( 2 t S w r ) , | M u w u - D
T h e o re m  2.4. Assum e  {o;(n)}^ .0 satisfies condition (C -l). Let 0  e
Then £here exists a unique continuous linear operator Eytjt(©) from [S\a into  [£]*
such that
((Em (©)^,V’»  =  [  f  G (s,t)((d;dt<f>,i>))dsdt,
J s e T i  J t e T k
where the integral is interpreted as the bilinear pairing o f  (£')®b’+fc) and (£c)®J+fe. 
For any p >  0 such that 2Aj~2pCi <  1 where C\ is given by condition (C l) on ot{n),
14
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the following inequality holds fo r  all <p E [£]<*-'
(  A\ JM oj+kfik+j \  a
ii% t (9 )^ iL f, , <  j  p u  M U -
P ro o f . Let <p, ip E [i?]a - Then by Lemma 2.3, the function h (s ,t)  =  ((dt4>, dsip)) 
belongs to  . Thus we can define a  bilinear functional B  on [£]a x  [£\a by
B{<p, if) =  f  f  0 (s , t)((d~dt<p, ip}) ds dt.
Jseri JteTk
By Lemma 2.3, we have
(  ir\ 2i+kC?+k\  T
> * * * > 1  2  (  a (fe)a ( ,)  J  l e U M U I M U -
Hence the bilinear functional B  is continuous. Thus, by the  abstract kernel the­
orem, there exists a  continuous linear operator, denoted by ^ * ( 0 ), such that 
B(<p, ip) =  ((S jtk{Q)<P,ip)), where <p,ip E [£]a . Clearly 2 ^ ( 0 )  is unique. In addi­
tion we have
JM 9j+k/~rf+k\  *
l e u i w u -  □
D e fin itio n  2.5. The operator Eytfc(0) is called the integral kernel operator asso­
ciated with 0  E £ l+k.
2.2 Restriction and Extension of Integral 
Kernel Operators I
N o ta tio n . We shall use to  denote the following norm of a  function u (s ,t) ,s  E
TJ, t  E T k, w h e re p ,? E R :
L em m a  2.6. Assume the sequence (a (n ) }£10 satisfies conditions (C -l) and (C- 
2). L et h (s ,t)  =  ((dt<p,daip)), s  6  T J, t  E T k, and let Co =  m ax{C i,C 2}, where
15
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Ci and C2 are given by conditions (C -l) and (C-2) on {a(n)}^L0. Let M  =  
max{ C i, C 32 a { j — k ) } .  Then for any p > 0 and q > p  such that 2A7(?_P^C0 ^  x,
2 (v+kk<j\M)i M l,, ,
fo r all <f>, €  [£]a-
P ro o f . Let 4> =  £ ~ 0(: *®“ : > / n ) ,  ^  =  £ ^ o ( : ‘®* :*9n)-
Let pn(s, t) =  ') 19n+j{.Si "))-
Then
=  |(A?)®‘ ® (A^)®'<(Ap)®V.+* ( M , ( A ^ ) ® W O > |„
=  |< (A T ‘  ® (A -',)®<"+-’> j „+j>|0
<  ® (Ap)®’*/„+t |0 |(A -p)® "^+,^ rt+J-|0
=  |(/®‘ ® (A-<’- p>)®”)(A’)®("+‘) / . + i |„
<  Arc*-p)» |/„ +fc| .  .
So
n\ 1=0
^  (w 4- k)! (n +  j )  [y/a(n  +  k)a (n  + j ] , - fa_p)w, ^
~  n V o ( n  +  fe )o (n + i)  1 l/* + * U * + /l-f
=  J ,  y _(n + 1)! ( n + , ) !  g (n  +  j )  ^ ( , - r i . y - ^  k){n +  fc),
"  n \y /a (n  +  fc)
j/(n+7 )i 
VoCn+TT
l/n+fc|? ~7====== bn+i!_p *
Let
B  _ V(n + fc)1 (n + i ) [ a(n + i)
* n ly /a (n  +  A;)
16
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'W|*
-
Then
R  ^  y /2n+k2n+3 n lk l j ln la (n  + j)  
” — n ly /  a (n  4-  k)
Case 1: Suppose j  >  fc. T hen
g(re 4 - j)  _  a (n  4- fc -4- j  — fc) 
a(re 4- fc) a (n  4- k)
C?+fa (n  4- k )a ( j  -  fc) 
~  a (n  4- it)
=  C%+’a ( j  —k).
Hence
n = 0
Xy/(n  +  k)la(k +  n)\fn+k\ ^  ^ ± ^ \ ffn+j\p.
By assumption,
|ft|{-p,,} <  (2 t+ik< j \  C l* ( j  - k ) ) i j r  v '(n  +  *)!a(fc +  n) |/„ + i |?
n—0
X' /  i ( n  4-7y) ^ n+' V  
Using Schwarz inequality, we obtain
M {- m ,  <  ( ^ k i j i c i a u - k ) ) *  M , f l |W L P i i . 
Case 2: Suppose k  > j . Then
“ ( " + ; )  ^  ^n+fc
a (n  4- k) “  1 *
17
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Thus we have
OO
IMfc,-,, <  (2t+’f c ! j ! C f ) i £ c } 2“Ar(,- ,°"
>1—0
x  y /(n  +  ky. a(n  + k ) \ f  »+*!, ^  Zf o + j )  ^ i > '
By assumption,
|A|{- p,5> <  C ? )i £  V (n  +  fc)!«(n +  fc) |/„ + t|,
n = 0
I ("+■/)! ■ .
y Q( n + i )  l*»+»V 
Using Schwarz inequality, we obtain
W {_p„ , <  (2‘+'> !j! C ft* ||<S|U I M U i  •
Hence,
iAi{- p„ t <  (2* kk \ j \ M ) i  m , m \ - P
where M  =  m ax{C f, C {a(j — A:)}. □
T h eo re m  2 .7 . Assume {a(n)}^L0 satisfies conditions (C -l) and (C-2). I f  0  E 
£ f 3 <8> (£'c)®k, then the operator H/,*(©) is a continuous linear operator from  [£\a 
into itself. In  fact, for any p >  0 and any q > p such that 2X(^q~p^ C^ <  1, 
where Co =  m ax{Ci,C 2} with C\ and Ci given by conditions (C -l) and (C-2) on 
{a(n)}£L0, the following inequality holds fo r all <f> E [£\a-
where M  =  m ax{Cf, C£a(j — fc)} and <j>, ip €  [£]<*•
Conversely, i f  0  €  (£')®C/+*) and the operator 5 ^ ( 0 )  is continuous from  [£\a 
into itself, then 0  6  £ ® 3 ®
18
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P ro o f. Suppose 0  G £®J ® (<£Q®*. Then by Lemma 2.5 and the same argument 
as in the proof of Theorem 2.4,
So for any <p G [£]a,
« W i  |e|fc_,} IMI,,. •
Hence =/,*(©)$ G [£]« for all <p G [£]Q and the operator 3 /^ (0 )  is continuous from 
[£]a into itself.
Conversely, suppose =/,*(©) is a  continuous linear operator from [£\a into it­
self. Then for any p >  0, there exist nonnegative constants C  and q such th a t 
<  C  Therefore
K(=,.*(©)M»I < c  ||«||,ia v*. i> e  [£]„.
For <f> =  (: -®k f)  and ip = (: *®fc :, q) we have ({d*dt4>, ip)} =  j \  k\(rj ® f)(s, t). So 
for this particular <p and ip, ((^-,* (0)0 ,^)) =  j !  kl{Q,q  ® f). Note that ||<£||9a =  
(*!a(fc) ) 1 |f |? and HVILp.r =  ‘ \v\-p- Therefore we obtain
<©,>7®«> <  c y i h ! ) -1 IW U IW I^ r .
=  c u w r ' W M k ) ) *  Ifi, ’ I,|_p
- c (^ )* G i5 j)v h u -
This implies th a t © G £ f 3 ® (£’)®fc. □
T h eo rem  2 .8 . Assume {a(ra)}£L0 satisfies conditions (C -l) and (C-2). I f  0  G 
®£®*, then the operator 5 ^ ( 0 )  extends by continuity to a continuous linear 
operator from  [£]' into itself. Conversely, t / 0  G (£')®J+fc and the operator ^ * .(0 )  
extends by continuity to a continuous operator from  [£]* into itself, then 0  G 
(£')®J ®£®*.
19
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P ro o f. Suppose © E ® £®*. Define 7 (t, s) =  Q(s, t), t  E T fc, s  E TJ. The
assumption 0  E ® £ f k implies th a t 7  G S f k ® (£^)®J. So b y  Theorem 2.6,
the operator 3 kj ( 7 ) is continuous from [£]a into itself.
Note that
( ( = * j ( 0 ) 0. ^ »  =  f  [  Q (s,t)((dt<p, d9 ip}) ds d t
JsGTi JteTk
=  f  f  Q (s,t)((daipdt<p))dsdt
Js&'i JteTk
= [  f  y(t, s)((dsipdt<p}) dt ds
JteTk Js&ci
=  ((=-kj(j)^, 4>))
=  ^ j(7 )V '» -
So for ip G [£]a C  [£]“ , we have 5 ^ ( 0 )  =  3 kj ( y ) m. Since [£\a is dense in [£]', 
—j>(©) can be extended by continuity to  be =^*(7 )* on [£]*. Therefore since 
—j,*(0 ) =  -fcj (t)*» —i,fc(0 ) is continuous from [£]* into itself.
Conversely, suppose that © G (S'c)®3+k and tha t the operator =/,*(©) extends 
by continuity to a  continuous operator from [£]* into itself. A s noted above, 
Ei,Jt(0)^ =  3 kJ(y)"ip for all ip G [£]a . Since [£]a is dense in [£]*, Hfcj-(7 )* =  %,*(©) 
for all ip G [£]*, where =^*(0) is viewed as the  continuous extension, on [£]“ . Thus, 
3 kj (7 ) is continuous from [£]a into itself. Thus by Theorem 2.6, 7  G £ f k ® £ f 3, 
implying 0  g  ® S f k. □
C oro llary  2.9. Assume {o(n)}^L0 satisfies conditions (C -l) and (C-2). I f  0  G 
£®(J+fc), then the operator HJtfc(0 ) is continuous from [£]a into itse lf and extends 
by continuity to a continuous linear operator from  [£]* into itself.
P roo f. By Theorem 2.6, 3 Jik{&) is continuous from [£]a into itself. Theorem 2.7 
gives us that 3 /,&(©) extends by continuity to  a  continuous linear operator from 
[£]* into itself. □
20
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2.3 Restriction and Extension of Integral 
Kernel Operators II
In this section we shall assume th a t {ar(n)}£L0 satisfies conditions (C-2) and (C-3). 
Kubo, Kuo, and Sengupta [7] proved th a t (C-3) implies (C -l). Therefore all o f the 
results of the  previous two sections are true under conditions (C-2) and (C-3). We 
shall however state  two results analogous to  Lemma 2.6 and Theorem 2.7 assuming 
conditions (C-2) and (C-3). We shall provide a  proof to  the following lem m a th a t 
is less complicated than th e  proof of Lemma. 2.6 due to  the  additional constraints 
on (a(n)}SLo.
L e m m a  2 .1 0 . Assume {o:(u)}^L0 satisfies conditions (C-2) and (C-3). Let h(s,t) 
=  ((dt<f>,da$ )), s  E T J, t  E T k . Then fo r  any p > 0 and q > p such that 
2 X(^q~p  ^(C2C3) 2 <  1 where C% and C% are given by conditions (C-2) and (C-3) on 
{ a (n )} ~ 0,
. \ -  
|Ak-p.,> <  (2' j ! a y ) C | ) i  ( 2‘* ! C J ^ )  * i m u m l , , !
where <f>,ip E [£]a .
P ro o f . Let =  £ £ „ ( :  ®“ /„ ), *  =  -®* =.«.)•
Let pn(s,t)  =  (fn+k{ty ')>9n+jis i '))•
Then
- ) > l o
=  |(A?)®‘  ® .)) |0
=  |«A ’)®‘ ® (A')®’7»-Hh (A-')®(“+ fSn+i) |0 .
21
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So
ip-l{_M> < ® (Ap)®n/n+jt|0 |(/t--)®<"+'>9„+y| 0
= |(/**« (A-<«--»)®“)(A*)®<“+‘>/»+t|0 lff»«i-, 
<Ar(’-p)”|/„+l|,|ff.wL,.
Therefore, |/i|{_Pi?}.
<  £  1/„ +4|,  \9n+A-p
n = 0 
oo^  (n -{- k)[ (n + j) ly /a (k )a (n )a{n  + j )  x - (q- p)tl, ^ ' . .
n « ^ ( f c ) a ( r r ) a ( n  + j )  1
OO
-  B„Arh-,,)V “(*)«(«)(n+t)! l/n+tl, ^ (" \ J)‘ Ukwl.,,
^  V a(n +J)
where
Note that
B  _ \ / ( n  +  fc)l (w +  j)\oc(n +  j )  
n\y/a(n)a(k)
R ^  y/2n+k2n+in[ k l j l  n\ a (n  + j ) 
~  n\y/a(n)a(k)
-(2^hW ^ ± ^ .
Using condition (C-2) we obtain
B„ <  (2fc+,fc! y a(n)a(fc)
=  ( 2tpJi ! i!C 5^ ) ’ 2"(C 2) i .
Hence
* x /a (n +.7)
22
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Using condition (C-3),
M <-Pl, } <  ’ E  F ? 2*Ar(*-'"• V “ ("  +  * )("  +  *)!C J+‘
Hy / a { n + j )
— OO
=  ( 2 k»k\j<. c i c l ^ j  ’ 5T (C 2C3) ■2"A r(,- ,,,”v /«C’‘ +  *)(» +  fc)!CJ+‘
X [/«+*!,
* v /a fc  + .7)
By assumption 2A^~(9_p  ^(C2C3) 2 <  1. So we obtain
W{-P.,> S  (2 i+>«>! ’ £  y ja (n  +  *)(» +  k)i CJ+‘
x  |/„ +*|
', y / a ( n + j )
Hence by using the Schwarz inequality, we have
|A|{. m ) <  ( V j \ aO )C |) > i^ § f )  * IM I,,, M - P,i  . □
T h e o re m  2.11. Assume {a(n)}^L0 satisfies conditions (C-2) and (C-3). I f  © E 
®{£'c)®k, then the operator 3 3tk(Q) is a continuous linear operator from [£]a into 
itself. In  fact, for any p >  0 and any q > p  such that 2AJ~(?_p) (C2C3) j <  1, where 
C2  and C3 are given by conditions (C-2) and (C-3) on {a(n )}^=0j the following 
inequality holds for all <f> E [£]a:
/  \  1
P j * ( ® M U  <  (V 'fla tD C Q *  ( 2‘ H ^ J  1 l ® l f e - ,> I W I „  ■
Conversely, i f  0  E (£')®U+k) and the operator =^*(0) is continuous from  [£]a 
into itself, then 0  E ® (<5^ )®fc.
2.4 Examples of Integral Kernel Operators
In this section, we list two examples of integral kernel operators: the Gross Lapla- 
cian and the number operator. Kuo [12] proves th a t the  Gross Laplacian and the
23
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number operator are examples of integral kernel operators in the Kondratiev-Streit 
space. His proofs apply to the CKS space as well and are included here for the  
benefit of the reader. An important generalized function in white noise due to  its 
role in the S-transform and symbol is the renormalized exponential function.
Definition. 2 .12 . For h E  ECl the renormalization : : of is given by
00 1 
n=0 ^
Using (b) on the sequence {a(n)}£Lo> one can show that
n = 0  v •
for all p >  0 . If h  €  £PtC then by (c) on {a(n)}£L0,
II; e<A> :C = £  K =G-dftip) <
n=0
Let f  and tj be elements in £c. The trace operator r  is defined by
(r, f  <g> q) =  (f, rj).
Kuo proves r  E  (£')®2, r  E  £c®£'c, and r  E  £'c<8 >£c- Let <p =  £ ^ I 0(: *” /» ) €  [£]<*-
Then the Gross Laplacian Ag<P{x ) is given by
OO
A G(p{x) =  +  2)(n  +  I)(: x®n (r, f n+2) ).
n=0
where x E £. Kubo, Kuo, and Sengupta [7] assert tha t by assuming (C -l) on 
{a(n)}£L0, the Gross Laplacian A q is continuous from [£]Q into itself. Since t  E 
(£)®2, the integral kernel operator =0,2(t ) is given by
((=0,2(r)0, ip))  =  f  f  T ( t u t 2) ( ( d t l d t2<p, ip)) dt-L d t 2 .
J t  J t
By Theorem 2.7, So,2(t) is a  continuous linear operator from [£]a into itself.
24
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T h e o re m  2.13. The Gross Laplacian A q  coincides with the integral kernel oper­
ator E0,2(r) as an operator from  [S\a into itse lf
P ro o f . Let = : E  Sc. Then 4>% =  ^ ( : *<8’1 By definition,
Ao<h =  f >  + 2)(» +  <’-.«®("+21> >(n + 2)!
=  <£,f>4>e-
Hence for any £,77 E  [<£]<*,
( ( A o ^ ,« ,»  =  ( f ,f )  ( « * ,* ,»  =
Note that
a „ a , ^ { =  8t, £  £ ( :  x®”- 1 •)>
= S  "(" 7 11 i 8 J ~ 2
n = 2
n = 0
=  « < i  ) f ( * 2 ) f ; i ( :  * * ■ : , « * ” >71:n = 0
=  e(tl)€(«2) ^ .
Therefore
« H o ,2 ( ' r ) ^ , ^ »  =  f  [  T ( t u t 2) { ( d t l d t2<f>(;,<f>n)) d h d t 2 
J T  J T
=  [  [  T(ti , t 2 )€(ti)€(t2 )eiv'® dtxdt2  
J t  J t
=
Consequently, ((A a ^ , ^ ) )  =  ((=0'2 (f)<f>£,<f>v)) for all f ,  77 E  Sc. Since the linear 
span of {<f>v : 77 E  £c} is dense in [£]a, Aa<t>s =  —0,2(7" ) ^  for all f  E  Sc. Thus 
A c =  So,2 (“r) since both  operators are continuous from [£]a into itself. □
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Our second example of an  integral kernel operator also involves the trace oper­
ator. Since r  €  Sc ® S'c, the  integral kernel operator E ifi ( r )  is given by
t ( s ,  t) {(dZdt4>, ip))ds d t .
By Theorem 2.7, is continuous from [£] to itself. Because r  e  Ec ® £c,
Theorem 2.8 gives us th a t E iti( r )  extends by continuity to  a  continuous linear 
operator from [£]* to  itself.
Let 4> — $ ^ 1 0(: *®” /«)- The number operator N  acting on  <f> is given by
[S]a into itself and from [£]* into itself.
T h eo rem  2.14. The number operator N  coincides with the integral kernel oper­
ator E ltl(r) as an operator from  [S]a into itself and as an operator from [£]“ to 
itself.
P ro o f . Let (f> = : £ E S . Then dt<f>£ =  So for any £,rj €  £.
N & )  =  £  »<:•** : ./ .)■
Kubo, Kuo, and Sengupta [7] assert th a t the number operator is continuous from
J t  J t
=  (Vi
Note
Therefore
= (v,0e{T>4)-
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Hence ((N<p^, (t>v)) =  ((Hi ,i(r)0f ,0 ,,)) for all £,77 6  5 . Thus by the same axgnments 
in Theorem 2.13, we obtain the assertions of the theorem. □
2.5 The Symbol of a Continuous Operator
The symbol of a  continuous linear operator from the space of test functions to  
the space of generalized functions was introduced by O bata  [13]. The symbol is 
used by Kuo [12] to characterize continuous linear operators from the space of test 
functions to the space of generalized functions in the Kondratiev and Streit space. 
We were able to  get one direction of such a  characterization theorem using the  
symbol.
D efin ition  2.15. The symbol F  of a  continuous operator E from [£]a to [£]' is 
defined to be F ( f , 77) =  ((E : : e ^  :)) where 77 €  £ .
T h eo rem  2.16. The symbol satisfies the following conditions:
(a) For any £1,^2, 771,772 €  Sc, F{z£1 +  wifi +772) is a holomorphic function o f
(z, w) E C 2, and
(b) There exist nonnegative constants K r a, and p such that
\F( t  t) ) \ < K  [g„ ( |€ g )]4 [g„ ( | ,g ) ]  ’ .
P ro o f. By definition we have F (z£ i +  WTh. +  V2 )
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=  ((E : e(' ^ 1+&> : e<-''u^ 1+Tn) :»
=  « H E  ^r<: ® " ( 2& +  & )*”>■ E  ~ f ( : •*" ( « % + % )Bm) »ntn = 0  m = 0
=  « s E ^ r < : ®“ :- E
n = 0  fc=0 V K /
oo -a m /  \
E  s r< : •*“ E ( 7 ) (u"?i)®m“’®’teSl>»
m = 0  j  = 0  '
- 1  a  t  s r  t  ©  t  ( 7 )  « 2 <= • -  =• < * > --* * * * > .71=0 771=0 Jb=0 '  '  y=0
Changing the order of summation we derive
=  ( (S  : : e('’u,^ + ’»> :))
OO OO fit-  ^  ^  ^ • v  ^ *v
_  y '  Y V r  1 / n - h k \  f r n + j \
k  a  j  )
« = (: -®"+i :, (zft)® *® ^4), (: • * - « : ,  (wm )^ ® rg > ) ))
oo oo n  m  -  -  -  1
= E E E E - —~
n 71- m* ^*7-71=0 771=0 fc=0 J=0
((E(: -®n+fc (^i)®"®(t//&)®fc> , (: *®m+i V?m® v f j ) »
OO OO a « II lit a a
=  r v  i ^ - U r  v r l l
^  ^  n! ml ^  ^  fc! ?!7i=0 m = 0 fc=0 j=0
{(={: ■«”«  :, , (: -®-+'  » .
Let
* * *  =  ^  E  F 7 ,« S <: •®"+‘  :.« ? ’ ®«?‘ ) .0  » •
‘  f c j = 0
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Then [Am,n[
'  k j = o
 ^^  E M Hs<: l<= -®“+i
' kj=o 
k j =0 J
E FT?1=1 IK:'®"+‘:.ff"®^ '’>IU“(m+j)(m+y)!]tte|”Mj
k j =0 J
=  H5II^ E P7T[“(" + *:)(" + *)!lil«iP&lJWm+i)(m+j)!]i|%|pi>feln! ml kl j lk j =0 J
OO
= 1=1 FFflftl*l”1" E M [“(" + *)(» + fc)!]* I&£ [«("» + i)(m +i# M
kj=Q '•* '
Using the fact th a t (n -+- k)\ <  2n+fcn!fc!, we have |-Am>n|
S l|E|1 FFT I6C feir E  5 5 l“(* + #  (2"+fcn ! « ) i  |{2|* [a(m + i)]*7|r» ffb. _ A». 7 •
fc j= 0  J
=  P l l  te l" te l™ (2" ) i ( 2’“)» — i - r  f )  l i  [< * („ + * #
x (2‘ t ! ) i  |& |‘  [a(m  + i ) ] i  (2>j!)* |i f t |j .
Using condition (C-2) on the sequence {c*(n)}^L0, we have |Ami„|
<  P l l  l€il“ lml~ (2*)»(2“ ) i — i - r(nlml) 2
E S '  [<*(»)«(*)]* (ft)*** |&|* [a(m)ay)]’ (C2)=^  |^ |j
fc j= 0  fc*3 .7-3
=  11=11 I 6 I J  l l i l p  ( 2 " C 2 a ( n ) ) i ( 2 " * C ^ ‘a ( m ) ) i — i - r
2
00 2 *2*£ . i l *  [a(*)]* (<*)* |6 |J[a(>-)]3 (Cfc)* |%|J. 
S ,  fc!27?3
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Note that the general term in the summation can be written as
Applying the Cauch-Schwarz inequality, we obtain
^ 0  (« )
=  V 2 [g „ (4 C 2 !& £ )]* -
Hence
<  |6 i;  (2”CJa(n)) * - y / 2  [g„(4C2 |f2|*)] 5 .
Similarly, if we let
i  1
Bmj  =  iGil™ M *
m !a
then
BmJ <  tel™  {2mC?a(m ))  ’ -L -V 2  [g„(4C2 t e £ ) | * .
ml* L -I
Therefore,
f V . I  <  P l l  I 6 i ;  t e l ™  (2“CJo(n)) *(2™C2”a(m)) * 1
(n!ml)
2 [G„(4C2 |6 |J )] 4 [g „(4C2 te|J )] ’ .
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Note th a t F (z£i 4- wrji +  t^)
OO OO
= E  S  'W ‘®“
n=0 m=0
OO OO -
<  E 5 Z  P l l  I f i l p  M ”  ( 2 " C 2" a ( n ) )  ' ( 2 " ‘C 2" a ( m ) )  •  —
n=0 m=0 (n!m!) 2
X2 [e„(4Cj teg )] * [g«(4C2 te g ) ]  ’ 2ntom 
=  2||=|| [g„(4C2 t e g ) ] ’ [g«(4C2 t e g ) ] * E ( 2 * c ; « ( « ) ) ’ A -Ifllp *”
S t e i ”  (2“ c r ^ - ) l t«“ .
* m l
m = 0
Let £>n =  (2nQ ^ M ) i .  Then
g „+i ( ^ N ^ M & i r 1^lim ■ =  lim —----------—j---------------------------
~  * .  « -  ( ^ ) ^ (v 2) « t e i r 1^
=  l i m  - ^ L ± 1 L V 2 ^ I 6 I ,n-+oo a(n )(n  +  1) p
<  limn-voo a(n) (n +  1) p
=  0.
Therefore, by the ratio test
£ ( 2”C ?2^ i ) * t e g * "
n=0
converges for all z  G C. Similiarly,
f ; i , 1|” (2"C ?‘a ( m ) ) ^ m ’“
converges for all w €  C. Therefore, F (z fi +  f2) wtji +  Tfe) is an  entire function over
C2.
(b) To prove part (b) we have by definition,
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So
<  ||=  : e<*> :|| ||: «<*» :||„
<  P  
< P I
=  P I
n = 0 m = 0
( ^ a ( n ) n i
\ n = 0 hr J  V ^ o m l V<gm7
( £ # « ■ ) '  ( £  =£>►*■)'
□
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